. THE MAIN THEOREM
Let p(n) denote the smallest prime factor of n and let P(n) be the largest prime factor of n ; (throughout this paper n stands for an integer > 1) . In [2] J . van de Lune considered the asymptotic behavior of some sums in which the terms are elementary functions of p(n) and P(n) . For the sum E n <, p(n)/P(n) he did not go beyond showing that it is o(x), (x-co) . The purpose of this note is to provide a more accurate estimate . In fact we shall prove the following theorem . THEOREM 1 . E p(n)/P(n)=n(x)(1+o(1)), (x-goo) - n<x We first give an elementary proof of this theorem . In Section 2 we estimate the remainder term .
The proof of Theorem 1 is in a number of steps . Denote the sum by S . (iii) We now consider the integers n 5x for which P(n) >_p(n)(log n) 2 . Their contribution to S is at most (log n) -2 = 0(x(log x) -2 ) = o(7r(x)) .
I<'<x
In the following steps we assume P(n) <p(n)(log n) 2 . (iv) We consider integers n with two prime factors, i .e . n =paq ,8 , where p=P(n), q=p(n) and p(log x) -2 <q<p. If we require that p<x215 then there are O((n(x 215 )log x) 2 )=O(x415 ) such numbers n and again their contribution to S is o(n(x)) .
If, on the other hand, p 2_x 215 then q _x2/5 (log x) -2 and then we may assume that a =/3= 1 (with a finite number of exceptions) . Ignoring the restriction on p we simply consider all numbers n=pq . We split these into two classes : those with p <_x' 12 (log x) 113 resp . p >x 112 (log x) 113 . For the first class the number of choices for p is n(x"(log x)' /3 )=O(x 1/2 (log x) -2/3 ) . Therefore the number of integers in the first class is o(n(x)) . For the second class q<x112(log x) -1/3 and therefore the corresponding terms q/p in S are less than (log x) -2/3 . It is known (cf . [1] , Theorem 437) that the number of integers n=pq<_x is O x log log x log x Therefore the second class also contributes o(n(x)) to S . In Section 2 we shall show that with a little more work one can prove that the contribution of the numbers n=pq to S has order x(log x) -2 . At this point the assertion of the theorem is already quite plausible since we do not expect a more significant contribution from the integers with more than two prime factors although it will take some work to show this .
(v) In the remaining part of the proof we consider integers with at least three distinct prime factors subject to the restriction P(n)<p(n)(log n) 2 . We introduce two parameters A : = ex log x J m : = 5 log log x. p (10 log 10g x If p,, . . .,pk are the prime factors of n :5x, say n=p',' . . . pkk, then k E a ; log p; <_ log x.
Therefore there are at most (log x)k choices for the exponents . It follows that the integers n with less than m distinct prime factors and P(n)<_A contribute at most
to S . Next, consider the cases where n has at least m distinct prime factors . Let d(n) denote the number of divisors of n . It is known that E n , d(n) = O(x log x), (cf . [3] ) .
It follows that there are at most
integers n with at least m distinct prime factors and their contribution to S is therefore o(n(x)) .
(vi) It remains to consider the case P(n) >A . Given It follows that the remaining contribution to S is at most c'x (log log x) 4 I _ 0 x (log log x)5 = 0(7t (x)) .
(log x)2 E P (log x) 2 This completes the proof.
. THE REMAINDER TERM
The method of Section 1 was fairly elementary . In order to estimate the remainder term we shall now first exclude the integers n with P(n) :_x'1109 log x
We use a method' due to R .A . Rankin (cf . [4] ) .
Let y : =x 1/log log x and as usual let 'I'(x, y) denote the number of integers n with n :-x, P(n)sy . 
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A suitable choice for a is e = 5(log log x)Aog x . We have tE s yE = 0(1) . Hence Y log P(x,y) :_log x-5 log log x+0( f t -Idn(t)) and it then follows from (2 .7) below that (2 .1) T(x,y)=o(x/(logx)3) .
In fact we can replace the exponent 3 by any k>0 .
In the remainder of this section we shall restrict ourselves to (2 .2) P(n) > x lnog log x .
As in Section 1 it is obvious that the contribution to S of the integers n with p(n)<_P(n)/(log x) 3 is O(X/(log X) 3 ) . From now on we consider only n with (2 .3) P(n) <p(n) • (log x) 3 .
In the following we shall use a number of results which are direct consequences of the prime number theorem . We illustrate one of these . We x x E p= f td7r(t) = x7r(x) -f 7r(t)dt p<-x 2-e 2-e and then the prime number theorem yields
In the same way one finds z (2 .5) (1)) (x-00) . p< -x log p (log x) 2 (2 .6) p>x p3
2 xz log x (1 +0 (1)) (x -00) • We shall often use the well known result (cf . We now state the result of this section . ((log x) 3 (ü) Consider integers n of the form a 2 ó, where a > t . The number of such integers n :5 x is less than E Q " x/a2 <x/t . From (2 .2) and (2 .3) we have p(n) >x lnog log x(log x) -3 .
From these two observations it follows that from now on we may assume that n is squarefree since the contribution to S of the integers n which are not squarefree is less than X I -1/log log x(log X) 3 = O(XI(log X) 3 ) . have (iii) We consider integers n with two prime factors, say n=pq with q<p, satisfying (2 .2) and (2 .3) . To find the contribution to S we first assume p :5 X '/2 . Using (2 .4) and (2 .5) we find that the contribution of these n is (log x) 2
Therefore the integers n =pq contribute by (2 .7) .
--1 p E log p (1 +0(1))= (log x)2 (1 +0 (1)) .
(log x)z to S.
(iv) We now consider integers n with exactly three prime factors, say n =pqr with q<r<p satisfying (2 .2) and (2 .3), and treat these in the same way as we did in (iii) for two prime factors . First, assume p<x)i3 . Given p and q there are less than 7r(p) choices for r . Hence the contribution to S of these integers n is less than (v) It remains to treat integers with at least four prime factors . The proof is complete if we can show that for these integers the value of Now E n -1 = El q -1 E2 t -l where in E l we have, by (2 .2) and (2 .3), x l/2 log log x < q <x and in E 2 every t has at least three prime factors, and all its prime factors in the interval (q, q(log x) 3 ) . Hence by (2 .7) . Since E l q -1 = D(log log x) by (2 .7), the proof is complete. It is possible to generalize the results of this paper in the following way . Let pl (n) <p 2 (n) < . . . <pk(n) be the distinct prime factors of n . So, k depends on n and p(n) =p l (n), P(n) =pk (n) . In the following, if k= I then pk_ l (n) should be read as pk (n) and if k=2 then pk _ 2 (n) should be read as pk _ l (n) . Then
Ex pk(n))-(1+c+0(1)) log x, (x -i n oo)
where c>0, and E x Ppk(n)) -(1 +0(1)) log x , (x --) . n The proofs are similar to those given above .
